Although the immediate focus of Black Lives Matter protests were about police
reform, inequitable housing policy is the root cause of the need for the movement
because, as the largest expenditure in individual American’s budget, it’s at the heart
of skyrocketing inequality. Housing policies enacted in the 1930s created the
backbone of American housing policy. They established the framework for financing,
construction, and regulation for the next century. Because the policies created were
not inclusive of nonwhite communities, disparities between whites and people of
color would only grow.
I’m Mary Vogel, a CNU-Accredited professional. My woman business enterprise
(WBE), PlanGreen in Portland, OR has long focused on climate justice, often joining
advocacy groups—especially BIPOC and youth-led--on marches, demonstrations and
public policy battles. I’m originally from Washington, DC where, as the first paid
employee of the NOW where I opened the Legislative Office and gave NOW’s
testimony on the CDBG before the US Senate--so I know how important federal
policy is. I’ve also worked for 3-4 federal agencies. I wanted to be part of PLACE
Initiative to help shape its federal advocacy around URBANISM and CLIMATE.
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The banner “Housing Justice is Climate Justice” is from a 2017 march in Portland, OR
organized by our BIPOC communities who also wrote a Climate Justice Action Plan.
tax law Professor Dorothy A. Brown’s The Whiteness of Wealth, may have gotten
Senator Ron Wyden to hold a Tax Inequality Day April 20, 2021 and invite her to
testify to the US Senate Finance Committee. She concludes the part of her testimony
on homeownership by saying “The federal government should stop subsidizing a
racist homeownership market. That testimony is cited in my resources slide later.”
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The first photo is just across the freeway from downtown Portland. The second photo
is a pop-up bike shop a block from my apartment in downtown Portland. My point
here is that urbanists need to address housing policy if we are to have good
urbanism.
The tents are bound to dominate our sidewalks, our parks and greenspaces and other
aspects of urban design that we value if we don’t work to change an unjust housing
policy that treats housing as a commodity to be bought and sold for a profit rather
than a social good. A housing policy that’s really about real estate appreciation will
continue to displace people out of their homes.
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Senate Budget Committee Chair, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, understands that
we do not have to keep the same housing system. I took this slide at a Bernie rally in
Portland during his first Presidential campaign. That campaign focused largely on
healthcare for all.
Since he was Mayor of Burlington, VT when what is still believed to be the largest
Community Land Trust in the nation was started, Bernie understands the potential of
this new system of land tenure that still provides security, equity and legacy. But
despite my best efforts to goad him, he would not speak out and educate a whole
new generation that a different housing system was possible.
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We need to start now to convince Oregon Senator Ron Wyden that the Senate
Finance Committee that he chairs needs to finish off the Mortgage Interest
Deduction as well as tax credits, capital gains tax forgiveness and other tax policies
that remove money from federal coffers and push us to think of housing as an
investment rather than a social good. The current tax deduction/tax credit system
has never worked well for BIPOC communities and it’s not working well for most
Millenials.
I feel buoyed by the fact that Wyden held a Tax Inequality Hearing on April 20, 2021
and his own statement at the hearing recognizing such inequality:
https://www.sifma.org/resources/general/senate-finance-committee-tax-inequalityhearing/
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I’d seen other authors question the mortgage interest deduction (MID) before
(Matthew Desmond in Evicted and Richard Florida in The New Urban Crisis), but
Diana Lind goes further in her book Brave New Home and questions the entire
assumption that homeownership presents a path to wealth building for most
Americans.
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Let’s re-envision pubic housing as we once did public land. Instead of renting
out public housing, GOVERNMENTS COULD TURN IT INTO COOPS and enable
people to purchase an ownership share in CO-OPERATIVE PUBLIC HOUSING.

She warns: Ensuring that an entrenched class of wealthy people is further enriched
by housing policy while the country is in the midst of an affordable housing crisis
creates a situation where people lose trust in capitalism writ large.
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• Actively transition our policies away from homeownership and single-family
homes toward policies more equitable for those of us who have been priced out.
• Investigate how best to subsidize people, rather than their property.
• Regulate landlords and buyers who own hundreds to thousands of properties,
while finding ways to leverage their scale for good.
Lind notes that “it’s counterproductive that many philanthropies focused on
tackling intergenerational poverty uncritically support homeownership as a
strategy to overcome wealth disparities. If the current housing paradigm remains
unchanged, they’re playing and endless game of catch-up.”
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These last two relate more to state and local governments, but Congress can play a
big role in pushing them forward. The YIMBY Act has been re-introduced in the 2021
Congress by US Senators Todd Young (R-IN) and Brian Schatz (D-HI). In his PR Sen.
Young says of the Act: “The country is dealing with a housing affordability crisis and
it’s about time that localities do their part to make housing more affordable for
everyone.”
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Institutional investors are buying up single-family housing, developing portfolios of
thousands of properties, and engaging in price-fixing. While these efforts are likely to
be bigger contributors to gentrification than new development—and unlike new
development, do not need to undergo any kind of vetting process—they are seeing
less resistance than new construction in many of the cities facing housing shortages.
HomeVestors of America, Inc. is a privately owned, nationwide US real estate
investing franchisor that solicits homeowners to sell their property at a loss.
I took this slide in East Portland—a low-income area where many Asian and Black
Americans now live-- having been displaced from closer in neighborhoods.
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Alan Durning, founder and ED of Sightline Institute has published three recent articles
(two of which I cite on the resources page next) Starting from the bottom:
The Problem with US Housing Policy is that It’s Not About Housing
The Contradiction at the Heart of Housing Policy
Yes, Other Countries Do Housing Better, Case 1: Japan
Some of Durning’s housing policy suggestions include:
• Finish off the mortgage interest deduction and the state and local tax deduction by
phasing them out …
• End the capital gains exemption on home sales so that profits from your home are
taxed the same way as profits from appreciating stocks.
• Provide a tax credit for renters as a counterweight to the homeowners’ tax
exemption for imputed rent equal to the average of what homeowners save.
• Regulate mortgage securitization more tightly…and explicitly revoke the implicit
guarantee of federal bailouts for the mortgage-lending industry.
Durning explains imputed rent and other concepts in his articles.
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The first link leads you to all the testimony at the April 20, 2021 Senate Finance
Committee Hearing. Professor Dorothy Brown concludes her part on housing policy
by saying “Tax subsidies for homeownership therefore create white tax winners and
black tax losers. The federal government should stop subsidizing a racist
homeownership market.” My comment: “Create White tax winners” was true for
earlier generations in certain income categories but a housing policy that depends
upon real estate appreciation is increasingly problematic for the younger generation
—of all races.
The second and third articles are my own blogs referenced herein and the next two
are those of Alan Durning of Sightline Institute. I hope Alan, along with Dorothy
Brown and Diana Lind will help PI lead an effort to change US housing policy.
As Lind writes: “It is past time to elevate housing to the position in the national
dialogue that it deserves. It is not distinct from the conversations about the
economy, about health, about technology, about the environment—it is integral to
each of them.”
And it’s past time to elevate urbanism to the level it deserves in climate discussions. I
listened to the entire Biden World Leaders Global Climate Summit and heard the
words URBAN DESIGN—a reference to technology developed by Singapore. If you
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